
the Solution to  BULLSHIT at Work 

 
 

The word BULLSHIT will be used over 28 times in this introduction alone.  
If this offends you sorry, 

we are trying to make progress,  
not followers. 

 
 

Introduction 
BULLSHIT is a strong word that sets the tone for this little essay. While it's NOT the only strong word in the pages 
that follow, it might be the one you remember most.  
 
So, say it will ya? Outloud in full voice, across the pond or across the crowd, with the full tenor of your chest and 
every cavity of your mind...BULLSHIT! 
 
We are using BULLSHIT for a couple reasons. First, while most of you have clean mouths, you work too much! 
This leaves your mind and your language muddy. And yet, you keep talking, not because you want to, but because 
we all just accepted that “work is dirty”. Second, to help you make a life-saving distinction between lies and 
BULLSHIT. By making this distinction, we eliminate BULLSHIT from our vocabulary, and focus on the Truth of 
work. 
 
In 1986, Dr. Princeton-Philosophy-Professor-Harry-G-Frankfurt wrote an essay called, “On Bullshit”. Why? 
Because he was fed up with all the BULLSHIT we use but rarely examine.  
 
Since we are talking philosophy here, his task was to deeply examine the concept. He asks, how can BULLSHIT, a 
concept so widely used, be given so little thought. It's not “chicken-shit”, it's not “horse-shit”...it's BULLSHIT!  
 
Had Socrates and Frankfort put their heads together in examining the concept of BULLSHIT, maybe we’d be left 
with this-- “the unexamined BULLSHIT is not worth saying”.  
 
...but they didn’t. And here we are.  
 
So, what did Frankfurt’s essay find? First, “there is so much BULLSHIT” because we have no clear understanding 
of the nature of BULLSHIT or what function it serves -- we just keep allowing it! 
 
Second, the way to understanding BULLSHIT is to place it next to lies. In order to see the Truth, we must stand 
BULLSHIT & lies side-by-side. Let’s take the example of a politician, standing before a crowd on the 4th of July. He 
sings the praises of the Founding Fathers, “who built a great nation through the guidance of divine power”. 
Frankfurt suggest the politician cares NOT about historical truth, but that his speech conveys a certain 
impression of himself--to be seen as a patriot, who is subservient to God, who respects the events of history.  
 
It’s easy to throw  this politican under the bus, but COME ON...we do this all the time, especially with “personal 
and emotion-laden aspects of life...religion, politics, sex”. We “try out various thoughts and attitudes in order to 
see how it feels”. Most of our social interactions revolve around NOT what we believe or truly feel, but sadly, 
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around being lost. Wandering, we sling BULLSHIT instead of truth, in a culture of social experimentation, 
trying-on certain impressions that temporarily fit. “Unconstrained by a concern with truth”, we establish 
ourselves as demigods. 
 
Moving to lies, the orientation changes. 
 

“In the elder days of art 
Builders wrought with greatest care 
Each minute and unseen part, 
For the Gods are everywhere.”   

    - The Builders, Longfellow 
 
Don’t skimp on the mortar...the gods are watching! “In the old days, craftsmen did not cut corners...although no 
one would notice...the craftsmen would be bothered by their consciences...there was no bullshit” says Frankfurt. 
Wait, does that mean there were no lies?  
 
Lies are important in understanding the truth. “It is impossible for someone to lie unless he thinks he knows the 
truth”. With the liar, “he is attempting to lead us away from a correct apprehension of reality”, however he still 
drives us towards it, unlike the bullshit artist. The truth-teller and the liar are linked by “their beliefs concerning 
the way things are”, though on different sides of the same Reality. 
 
Wait are you really saying liars are better than bullshitters? And now for the big reveal,  
 

“the bullshitter ignores these demands altogether. He does not reject the authority of the truth, as the liar 
does, and oppose himself to it. He pays no attention to it at all. By virtue of this, bullshit is a greater enemy 
of the truth than lies.” 
 

As far as I can see, you have four options:  
 

1) stop reading this (the unwise option)  
2) to take up (or maintain) a belief system backed by Truth...become a LIAR (existential truth) 
3) to deny the possibility of Truth and say nothing (nihilism) 
4) to deny the possibility of Truth and keep promoting BULLSHIT (relativism)  
 

I get it, it's hard and even sexy to be skeptical about taking up a belief system. It's much easier to “do you” and let 
everyone else figure it out for themselves. For the youth of our generation, “it makes no sense to try to be true to 
the facts” Frankfort says, “(s)he must therefore try instead to be true to himself.” Sorry to crash the silent-disco of 
the demigods, but I don't think this is what Socrates meant by “know thyself”. Frankfurt closes with this, “as 
conscious beings, we exist only in response to other things, and we cannot know ourselves at all without knowing 
them.” 
 
If you don't see the direction I am going, let me spell it out...we’re talking about Truth. In this essay, we will 
navigate between lies and BULLSHIT through our proximity to Truth. Unfortunately, I am not a wise enough 
facilitator to take you through all things on the great green earth. I ain’t no God but I’m here to talk with you about 
something as universal... WORK!  
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But we can’t just say “the unexamined WORK is not worth doing”. We have to do it damn-it! We must work to pay 
the bills.  
 
This is an essay about the Truth of BULLSHIT jobs and the reorientation of management.  
 
This is not a self-help book. This is a design manual informed by thousands of pages of difficult theories, 
hard-nosed research. We will go back generations, only to show how the “world of work” balances itself by two 
oppositional directions, all the while staying in the same place, relatively speaking. We are students of adult 
development and organization design driven by the question...what is their common ground?  
 
At this point, we should be explicit about what we mean by Truth. 

 
Truth =  a common ground for Reality  

 
Notice it says “a” common ground, NOT “the” common ground. We are not trying to make universal claims or 
form a new religion...rather, just meet you where you are, to help make sense of a complex world. It's a far cry 
from nihilism, it's not relativism, it is “existential”. This means it exists, it's real. We experience it individually and 
collectively. It has its own being outside of our opinion. 
 
Imagine yourself in an office. You have season tickets to your cities Major League Baseball team. You attend most 
home games and enjoys talking baseball to your co-worker, “the Liar”, before morning huddles, who also watches 
every game. “The liar” continues to make the argument that watching the game from a bar is more enjoyable--“no 
fighting traffic, no waiting in line, no parking fees...air-conditioning and cheap beer”. You and “the liar” love 
baseball, though you disagree on the best way to experience it.  
 
Then “The BULLSHITer” enters the room to kick off the meeting. She’s the boss. “I can’t get into baseball. All the 
repetition for 3.5 hours...it produces this anxiety in me...I just feel like there is so much I should be doing.”  She 
starts the meeting. 
 
You and “the liar” share baseball as a common ground, though you differ on “opinions” of how to experience it. 
Notice the “experience of watching baseball” is only a partial truth (little case “t”). The “game of Baseball” itself 
has nothing to do with traffic, waiting in line, parking, air-conditioning or beer. You agree on the Truth of the 
“game of Baseball”...but differ on your opinions of how to experience it. You have established common ground in 
the Truth, and difference in opinion.  
 
“The BULLSHITTer”, on the other hand, is outside of the common ground. Her comments create a distraction 
from baseball, hoping to focus instead on her impeccable work ethic. She hopes to become the center of a new 
reality, one where others worship her system of ethics.  

……….. 
 
If you are still reading, you are wise so we can probably rule out the first option. This leaves you with three: 
 

1) stop reading this (the unwise option)  
2) to take up (or maintain) a belief system backed by Truth...become a LIAR (existential truth) 
3) to deny the possibility of Truth and say nothing (nihilism) 
4) to deny the possibility of Truth and keep leaking BULLSHIT (relativism)  
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I’m not sure anyone really choses nihilism. While denying the possibility of Truth may feel empowering, it only 
leads to quiet, dark places. So if you are headed in that direction, seek help and keep reading.  
 

1) stop reading this (the unwise option)  
2) to take up (or maintain) a belief system backed by Truth...become a LIAR (existential truth) 
3) to deny the possibility of Truth and say nothing (nihilism) 
4) to deny the possibility of Truth and keep leaking BULLSHIT (relativism)  
 

With two options left, this puts you in a tough position: become a LIAR or keep up the BULLSHIT. While both may 
seem appalling, in the sections to follow we argue that the LIAR’s journey is the only path to pursuing Truth. We 
believe this pursuit deepens our experience of Reality, where relativism leaves us spread too thin. It puts us in the 
ballgame, rather than just driving-by the stadium.  
 
Naturally, you want to know how this is possible, so let's start with the problem... 
 

 
The Thinking Problem 
 
The problem is...the WAY YOU THINK.  Yes...it is our cognitive framework that allows room for all the BULLSHIT. 
 
After we leave formal education we are on our own, left to navigate the complexity of Reality with a set of learned 
cognitive tools. Since no one is checking-in on our adult development, we make sense of Reality by shifting 
perspectives over time. Using the same formal logic that guided us in the classroom, we take a monological 
approach to development, choosing only to focus on one thing at a time. We become cognitive misers. 
 
Most of us are conditioned to engage with the world in the same way we were conditioned to engage school 
work...through the most efficient path. We were trained to solve math problems, not by understanding the 
concepts, but through the fewest steps. We were trained to study, not by making sense of the concepts, but by 
memorizing the content of the test. We were taught to prepare for the “real world”, not by making sense of the 
experience of work, but by acing a standardized test that gets the attention of a top university, that gets the 
attention of top companies, that gets the job. 
 
We are conditioned to navigate the world like Google maps, focussed only on the most efficient route. We listen 
to it's monological guidance, turn-by-turn, forcing us into near-sighted, short-term decisions. Rather than using 
the skyscrapers to guide us downtown, we create chaos by crossing 3 lanes to avoid a one-minute delay. Before 
making the journey, we rarely stop to incorporate the big-picture: a scenic route, a less-stressful highway, a 
point-of-interest. We fail to realize that the most efficient path fails to incorporate our human-needs...fails to 
deepen our experience of reality.  
 
Think of “monological” like a monologue, the character is speaking at a specific point-in-time, from a specific 
point-of-view. At 23 year old, we are focussed on defining our personality in the workplace. Being our first taste 
of the reality of work, we ask the question, “Who am I at work?”.  
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Fast forward to a second job, we see a disconnect between “who we are at work” and “who we are outside of 
work”. At 28, we now focus on defining a “code of conduct” to guide their behavior. We are guided by 
conversations with coworkers over Happy Hour, exploring the norms of “what is right/wrong at work?”.  
 
At 36, we reach our first management role. We have grown acutely aware of how politics pervades the workplace. 
Often lunch extends long into the afternoon, lost in TED talks exploring the meaning of work. After reading a few 
books on the topic, we try to implement certain practices within our team. We are consumed with the question, 
“how do I find meaning at work?”. 
 
If we view our lives “monologically” as a stage play, we may settle into our seats for the second act, curious to 
meet the next character. But this would be a mistake of existential gravity. Rather than being a spectator of 
Reality, we can construct our Reality by breaking the monological trap. 
 
During this intermission, we are suggesting you make sense of Reality in a new way. We are suggesting you 
upgrade your cognitive operating system to meet the complexity of Reality.  
 
But it's not a button you “click to download”.  This patch requires a reorientation that will force you to effort 
through the second act. Rather than just being a spectator, you will become the actor and command the stage.  
 
It's like “method acting” for the mind, offering you a framework to transform efforted experience, into usable 
intuition. Rather than focusing on one monologue at a time, we become “dialogical” bringing multiple characters 
into dialogue with each other. The second act is not a string of monologues, but a chance for personality, ethics 
and purpose to coexist on stage. 
 
We are no longer observing from the outside-in, we are constructing from the inside-out.  It allows you to balance 
the Truth of work, with the constantly changing concepts that define it. Most importantly, this framework 
eliminates BULLSHIT while deepening our experience of Reality, rather than just driving-by. 
 
The second problem with our cognitive framework comes back to relativism. By denying Truth all together, we 
allow ourselves to bounce freely between multiple perspectives, many times, before we are cognitively ready to 
take them on. Is an intern prepared to take on the complexity of politics in the workplace? Is a first-time manager 
prepared to discuss the legacy of their work? Human development does not stop with Piaget. Adult development 
can be conceptualized in a series of stages that correspond to cognitive development. As we progress along and 
between these stages, we find ourselves more prepared to deal with the complexity of the world. Denying this 
Truth only holds us back from developing as adults. 
 
So now that you understand the problem, what is the framework? Glad you asked… 
 

 
The Framework 
 
I am going to lay before you, three seemingly separate paths of development. Compartmentalizing them in a 
monological way would be a mistake. As we explore each path, know this, they are connected. Rather than 
thinking of oneself, walking down one path at a time...think of three versions of yourself, walking down all three 
paths at the same time, talking to each other along the way: Social-Emotional, Cognitive, Psychological. 
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Development is key here. As these three versions of self talk to each other, walking down these 3 paths, they 
develop common ground, a “stance” about what constitutes knowledge” and Truth:  
 

In Social-Emotional, we are asking the question, “what should I do and for whom?” This includes concepts 
like motivation, purpose and meaning.  
 
In Cognitive, we ask, “what can I know and what are my options”. This includes concepts like knowledge, 
truth & reality.  
 
In Psychological, we ask “how am I doing right now?”. This includes concepts like behavior, morality & 
“outside pressure”. 

 
This framework puts them all on stage simultaneously, taking a “stance” on how the second act will play out. 
Taking a stance in Truth means recognizing and eliminating BULLSHIT from our lives. Taking a stance in 
Knowledge means transforming debate between liars into personal & societal growth. Both unlock our potential 
for adult development.  
 
Said another way, our experience of Reality (Social-Emotional) informs our understanding of Knowledge & Truth 
(Cognitive) which informs our potential for behavioral change (Psychological). It may be helpful to think of 
Social-emotional on one hand, and Psychological on the other. Though they are separate, they are connected, 
both controlled the same brain. 
 
By choosing the path of the LIAR, we are developing towards deeper truths. Knowing our ability to comprehend 
complexity only progresses through adult development, Truth is revealed over time, not on-demand.   
 
 

 
The Assessment 
 
We are not the first to scream BULLSHIT at work. Cultural anthropologist David Graeber, hit the bullseye his 
essay turned international (won't that make you stand up a little straighter) bestselling book, Bullshit Jobs. 
 

  
 

If thinking informs actions which informs outcomes (or stated visually below), Graeber the anthropologist is 
working from right to left, whereas Frankfort the philosopher is working from left to right. 
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This brings an important perspective to our dialogue--a cultural assessment of the workplace. Summarizing Graeber’s 
work from left to right (Thinking to Outcomes / Cognitive to Cultural), he picks up where anti-positivist thinkers left 
off. Believing thinking determines culture, Graeber sees the concept of “work as a virtue” as a new, radical idea brought 
to light by John Locke and sown into a Puritan-capitalist work ethic by the Founding Fathers (of the United States that 
is). Where work was once taboo in aristocratic life, the Puritan ethic framed the suffering of work as a noble endeavor. 
Spin that forward a few generations of Americans and we have our culture of work.  
 
But things change, don't they? John Maynard Keynes thought so. In 1930, he predicted that the advancement of 
technology in advanced industrial nations like the United States and Great Britain would lead to a 15-hour work week 
by the year 2000. And “just as Keynes predicted” employees are working 15-hour weeks today, “the rest of their time is 
spent organizing or attending motivational seminars, updating their Facebook profiles or downloading TV box-sets” .   1

 
So what is Graeber saying? That we are hiding BULLSHIT at work!  Citing a 2013 employment report:  
 

“over the course of the last century, the number of workers employed as domestic servants, in industry, and in 
the farm sector has collapsed dramatically. At the same time, ‘professional, managerial, clerical, sales, and 
service workers’ tripled, growing ‘from one-quarter to three-quarters of total employment.’ In other words, 
productive jobs have, just as predicted, been largely automated away”  2

 
Graeber suggests this has less to do with economic need and everything to do with “managerial feudalism”. Employers 
need to fill-out hierarchies in order to feel self-important and maintain a semblance of status, power and growth. 
Rather than seeing a savings of 25 hours in a week as liberating, it becomes a threat to the self-worth. So we work 
more, entrenching our identity even deeper in the morality-tale of the Puritan-capitalist work ethic. 
 
What we are left with are 5 types of Bull Shit Jobs: 
 

1. Flunkies - who serve to make their superiors feel important, e.g., receptionists, administrative assistants, door 
attendants 

2. Goons - who act aggressively on behalf of their employers, e.g., lobbyists, corporate lawyers, telemarketers, 
public relations specialists 

3. Duct Tapers - who ameliorate preventable problems, e.g., programmers repairing shoddy code, airline desk 
staff who calm passengers whose bags don't arrive 

4. Box Tickers - who use paperwork or gestures as a proxy for action, e.g., performance managers, in-house 
magazine journalists, leisure coordinators 

1 Graeber, David. On the Phenomenon of Bullshit Jobs: A Work Rant. Strike! Issue 3, Aug 2013. 
2 ibid. 
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5. Taskmasters - who manage—or create extra work for—those who don't need it, e.g., middle management, 
leadership professionals  3

 
Rather than enjoying the prosperity and freedom created by technology automation, we have doubled-down on work, 
reinvesting the savings into BULLSHIT jobs. And when the pains of mundane work seem overwhelming, we cash in our 
elevated paychecks for a trip to Cancun or a shiny Porche to fit an executive parking space. These “perks of the job” are 
enough to keep the ethic alive, and to keep people from asking questions. After all, “the ruling class has figured out that 
a happy and productive population with free time on their hands is a mortal danger.”  
 
Graeber sees this as “profound psychological violence”...“a scar across our collective soul”.  
 

“Clearly, the system was never consciously designed. It emerged from almost a century of trial and error. But it 
is the only explanation for why, despite our technological capabilities, we are not all working 3-4 hour days.”  4

 
So why do we need Graeber? Certainly, one of these 5 types of Bull Shit Jobs hits the bullseye for you. But before you 
celebrate yourself as an archer, let's go back to the Thinking Problem.  
 

First, monological thinking. Graeber’s cultural assessment is helpful at pointing to jobs that are fundamentally 
BULLSHIT. Though he alludes to philosophical influences like the Purtian-capitalist ethic, he doesn’t bring us 
any closer to deepening the way we make sense of our own ethic. We are left stargazing from the “inside-out” 
at an economy full of meaningless labor. This is a fine place to start, but our wonder and awe must be 
redirected “outside-in” using dialectical thinking to reconstruct our BULLSHIT jobs. 
 
The second has to do with relativism. Graeber admits in his essay, “there can be no objective measure of social 
value”. In his 5 types of Bull Shit Jobs, all BULLSHIT is created equal. Beyond the “ballooning” of BULLSHIT jobs 
in the service sector, Graeber add the administrative sector to the list: “new industries like financial services or 
telemarketing, or the unprecedented expansion of sectors like corporate law, academic and health 
administration, human resources, and public relations.” But which are worse--corporate lawyers or human 
resource managers? To deny the possibility of objective Truth is to keep leaking BULLSHIT. We can do better 
than relativism. 

 
Beyond Greaber’s cultural assessment, it is important to incorporate stage theory  in our pursuit of Truth at work. 
Understand that your job is BULLSHIT is an easy place to start, but it requires higher level thinking to transform that 
job within the culture it is embedded in. We can establish objective measures of progress by defining developmental 
stages. This is how we move beyond relativism. 
 
While Graebers solution to this “scar across our collective soul” culminates in Universal Basic Income (UBI), we think 
it's more complex than that. We believe people are the solution to BULLSHIT at work. Here’s how...  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Greaber, David. Bull Shit Jobs: a Theory. Simon and Schuster, 2018. 
4 Graeber, David. On the Phenomenon of Bullshit Jobs: A Work Rant. 
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The Solution 
 
After taking the BULLSHIT Jobs Assessment, you will be presented with a roadmap to cognitive development. Using 
stage theory to create milestones and dialogical thinking to create the routes, we believe YOU CAN take up a belief 
system back by Truth...creating a deeper experience of work. 
 
How about a story? 
 

You are a hospital administrator heading the Procurement Department. Simply put, your job is to manage a 
team of Purchasing Agents responsible for keeping the supply closets fully stocked. Most days, your team is 
away at lengthy lunches, wined & dined by sales people hoping to their charisma will rub-off on the buying 
decision.  
 
But “au contraire”, as the manager your protocol requires service providers to follow all the pagently of a 
formal Request for Proposal (RFP). These 30-50 page documents take days to transpose, weeks to compare 
and months to deliberate. Through it all, the influence of the sales-person gets lost in the shuffle. The elaborate 
lunches are one of those “perks of the job” that keep your Agents from going mad from boredom.  
 
You have seen electronic bidding systems work well at other hospitals and even experimented with Lean tools 
like electronic Kanban cards that involve front-line workers in the purchasing decisions.  
 
You know your job is BULLSHIT but don’t know where to begin.  

 
Well first of all don’t do anything drastic and don’t do anything on your own. The transformation we are referring to 
requires thoughtful coordination with the organization. The path looks a little something like this: 
 

Take the Assessment -> Complete the Dialectical Deep Dive -> Form a Constellation -> Take Action by 
Including Others in the Dialogue   
 

Notice I am not giving you the answer. Mainly because I don't have them. I am providing the structure, the answers will 
come by you following the self-transformative process of Dialectical Thinking. But rather than taking any more of your 
time from that task, let's skip to the outcomes: 
 

9 months later, your department adopts a system for measuring human-development. Rather than 
operating through the lens of human-capacity, thinking you can gauge how much BULLSHIT work people 
can take on, you embrace the task of developing human-capability. In this way, your Agents start to see 
the BULLSHIT for themselves and chose to take-on more meaningful work. 
 
But they aren’t “your Agents” for long. You were quick to realize Procurement didn't need a manager. A 
progressive decision was made to flatten salaries to a fair, common rate. Collaboratively the team spent 
3-months implementing an electronic Kanban system for automating purchasing decisions. By leveraging 
technology, the team shifted to 25-hour work week.  
 
While you stayed on, a few of the Purchasing Agents found new work. The team became smaller but 
stronger. With more time to focus on solving more meaningful problems, work became dignified like 
never before. Everyone began to realize that their complexity of thinking must progress in order to 
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take-on additional task complexity. Dialectical Thinking was used as a collaboration tool to deepen and 
broaden thinking individually and collectively.  
 
The hospital began to take notice, who was this group that worked so few hours, but accomplished so 
much? Over the next few months, people started listening. Some felt threatened by it's progressive 
thinking and its implications. Others just wanted to join the team.  

 
Rather than leaving you with some BULLSHIT happy-ever after tale, I will say this: 
 

There is a Solution to BULLSHIT at Work. And it starts with thinking dialectically about work. This is the 
Truth we are longing to believe in. This is our Transformation! 
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